
WRITING CENTRES OR 
CENTRES OF 

CONTROVERSY

Ethical Editing vs. 
Developmental Tutoring 



Everyone Fears Plagiarism!

APA Publication Manual: record even 
sources of inspiration as well as direct 
borrowings (pp. 15-16)

Repeating four to five words, even when 
interrupted by new minor elements, may 
be considered plagiarism! 



Accidental Plagiarism!

“Plagiarism sometimes happens because 
researchers do not keep precise records of 
their readings. . . . Presenting an author’s 
exact wording without marking it as a 
quotation is plagiarism, even if you cite the 
source” (Modern Language Association [MLA] 
55)



University Affairs: Ethics of Editing

 Jessica Woollard’s article:

 “A Fine Red Line: When Does Editing a Student’s 
Work Become Cheating?”

 Raises familiar issues; begins with University of 
Victoria’s Centre for Academic Communication

 Implied question: “Are writing centres helping 
students cheat? Are they guilty of plagiarism?” 

 What is “ethical editing”? Is it in conflict with 
“developmental tutoring”?



UVic’s Academic Integrity Policy

An editor is “an individual or service . . . who 
manipulates, revises, corrects or alters a student’s 
written or non-written work.” 

The use an editor or editing service “is prohibited”

Nice and clear! 

Or is it?



UVic’s Academic Integrity Policy

“The only exemption is if the instructor grants
permission in writing, specifying “the extent of editing 
that is being authorized.”

Forbidden unless 

it isn’t?



EAC

 Even the Editor’s Association of Canada is somewhat 
vague about the process of editing

 Their “Guidelines for Ethical Editing” specify that 
“the work that students submit is indeed their own, 
only more polished”



Clarity

University of Alberta’s: “substantial editorial 
assistance” is forbidden

“Substantial”?



Boundaries: Editing/Development

 Your own Todd Pettigrew: “If the editor improves 
the argument or provides new evidence, then 
she has really become a co-author, perhaps the 
principal author of the assignment. And that is not 
much different than simply paying someone to write 
your paper for you.”

Agreed. But that 

is an extreme 

case.

And doesn’t all 

polishing “improve 

the argument”?



Reactions: Eight Supports for “Editing”

1. Acknowledgement

2. Professorial editing

3. “Real World” argument

4. International exceptions

5. Software

6. Editing as development

7. Editing as imperative (whether developmental or 
not)

8. “Double standard”



1. Ethics & Acknowledgements

 “As for the ethics . . . common sense and basic 
honesty apply, so if a piece is not yours do not 
pretend it is. I told students to always acknowledge 
help especially if more than style [is] involved. An 
endnote explaining input can cover many 
situations.”

Have you seen an 

undergraduate paper with such 

a note?



2. Frank Professorial Editing

 “I edit every paper for every student who comes 
to my office–every one of them. So yes, it can be 
done, and yes, it’s part of the job. It’s called being 
professional.”

 “Professors should do their job by setting office 
hours that focus specifically on helping to edit part 
of a student’s paper (i.e., the introduction and 
first body paragraph).”

“Editing is fine 

when it’s done by 

a professor.”



3. Comments: Editing & the Real World

 “I cannot understand why the editing process is not 
seen as vital to the academic writing process. Top-
level writers routinely acknowledge their editors with 
comments such as “I couldn’t have done this without 
. . .” and “the wise direction of . . .” In fact, one of the 
great weaknesses in the current publishing world is 
the scarcity of in-house editors.”



4. International Students

 “There should always be some accommodation for 
international students, whose first language is 
not English, to help them polish up their prose 
and make it more idiomatic, and we need to 
distinguish this from the plagiarizing of ideas and 
results. . . . The process must be head-to-head, where 
the editor asks questions of the sort “did you perhaps 
mean this rather than that?” . . . so that he or she will 
learn from the process. In other words, the editing 
should be an interactive and not a one-sided 
process.”



Concrete Example

The author stated the 

correlation between fuel cell 

performance and diffusion-

induced gas leak of proton 

exchange membranes.



`

The author stated the 

correlation between fuel cell 

performance and diffusion-

induced gas leak of proton 

exchange membranes.



Tutoring Achieved

The author investigated the 

correlation between fuel cell 

performance and diffusion-

induced gas leak of proton 

exchange membranes.



Tutoring Achieved

The author stated the 

correlation between fuel cell 

performance and diffusion-

induced gas leak of proton 

exchange membranes.



5. Software Help/Human Help

 “This article fails to note that students have for a 
long time used software that suggests specific 
edits–from spell checker and those green microsoft
word squiggles to services like Grammarly. How is 
getting help from software different from getting 
help from a human who knows basic spelling and 
grammar? Our university even pays for Grammarly’s
premium service for all of our students – are we 
abetting plagiarism?”



6. Editing IS Developmental

 “I highly question this idea that students do not learn 
if you simply fix up their writing for them. As 
long as the students read over the revised version 
themselves and understood the rationale behind 
each change, there can be no harm, learning wise. 
Personally, I think my writing improves the fastest 
when I can see concrete examples in my own writing 
on how I could improve. Reading generic examples 
from a textbook will never be as effective as being 
shown specific examples throughout your own 
writing.”



7. Academic Imperative

 “As a teacher of essay writing and an editor for 30 
years, I always stress to my students that they 
absolutely must get someone to edit the paper 
before they hand it in — mother, roommate, older 
sibling, trusted friend — and we do peer review and 
peer editing in the classroom as well.”



Memory Test



8. False Equivalence?

 “If profs get editing help for publications, then they 
or their teaching assistants must provide that same 
help for students. It’s hypocrisy to say otherwise.”



ONE Comment Attacked Editing!

 If you can’t write properly, maybe you aren’t ready 
for university. International students shouldn’t get a 
free pass or create an added burden on profs. If you 
come here for education, you should be expected to 
meet minimum language requirements.



What Do Universities Fear?

 Malfeasance! Public shame! 

 Universities really mean to target deliberate cheaters 
and they regularly fail

 Along the way, international students and others 
struggling with the conventions of a special type of 
language become targeted (as do Writing Centres)

 BTW, there is no evidence of either Karl-Theodor zu
Guttenberg or Annette Schavan using a Writing 
Centre



Bradley vs. Wegman

 2006: Edward Wegman (George Mason University) 
wrote a report critical of use of statistics by Thomas 
Bradley (among others)

 2010: Thomas Bradley (University of Massachusetts) 
alleges that Wegman reproduced sections of a 
textbook he wrote without quoting—and he’s right!

 Wegman’s report, submitted to a U. S. 
Congressional Committee plagiarized 
Bradley’s textbook! He blamed his graduate 
student. However . . .



Bradley & Fritts

Once the regression coefficients have been calculated, the 
eigenvectors incorporated in the regression equation are 
mathematically transformed into a new set of n coefficients 
corresponding to the original (intercorrelated) set of n variables. 
These new coefficients are termed weights or elements of the 
response function and are analogous to the stepwise regression 
coefficients discussed earlier. . . . (Bradley, 1985, p. 346)

Once the regression coefficients for the selected set of orthogonal 
variables have been calculated, they may be mathematically 
transformed into a new set of coefficients which correspond to 
the original correlated set of variables. These new coefficients 
(sometimes referred to as weights or elements of the response 
function) are analogous to the stepwise regression coefficients 
described in the previous section. . . . (Fritts, 1976, p. 353)

15 new/different words out of 55
Quibbles: 
“are termed” vs. “referred to”
“discussed earlier” vs. “described in the previous section”
SAME order of ideas EXACTLY



Plagiarism Roll of (Dis)Honour:

 Stephen E. Ambrose, Civil War historian (The Wild 
Blue)

 Doris Kearns Goodwin, biographer of the Kennedy 
clan

 Jane “Wikipedia” Goodall

 David Rotor and Douglas Tipple, consultants to 
Public Works Dept., Ottawa

 30 Carleton University engineering students (2002)



Cheating—Why?

Karl-Theodor zu Guttenberg,

Min. Defense

Annette Schavan, 

Min. Education
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The Way Forward?

 Transparency

 Open debate (like the one sparked, almost 
inadvertently, by Woollard, 2017)

 Record-keeping, as recommended by the EAC


